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KEEPING YOU INFORMED DURING LOCK-DOWN

Happiness is… getting out on a motorcycle with friends

See midweek run report inside…
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EDITORIAL

NEIL CAIRNS’ ARTICLE PUBLISHED IN OLD BIKE MART

Oh dear! I seem to remember thinking it’ll be all over by October but,
quite the opposite, things seem to be getting worse – so you might be
stuck with this newsletter for a while yet; provided you can keep feeding
it with contributions. Long dark evenings ahead, so why not scribble
something bike-related to keep us amused. Or dig out some old
photographs. You don’t have to be a good writer or photographer.

Neil writes:

The Winter Classic Show at Newark in January has now been cancelled
but, at the moment, the Telford Classic Off-Road Show and the Bristol
Classic Bike Show, both in February, are still listed as going ahead.
On a more cheerful note, I was lucky to get my holiday in before the
tighter restrictions came into force In Scotland and Northern Ireland.
You can read about my trip later in the newsletter.
Although the number of entries submitted for the Navigation Event was
low, those who did submit clearly enjoyed it so I shall do another next
year, Covid or no Covid, and possibly include a location or two from
each of our neighbouring counties.
Apologies to Don and Richard for having omitted part of their previous
contributions over the last couple of issues; I’ve put that right this time.
Many thanks to this week’s contributors: Don, Gordon, Kerry, Mick,
Richard and Will – as always, please keep the contributions coming.
Bryan

Section news and events
SECTION AGM
Reports are being prepared and will be send out for review and comment
sometime in the next few weeks. I hope you can contain the excitement.
MIDWEEK DAYTIME RUNS
The next run, weather permitting, will be on Thursday, 22nd October.
Please contact me if you’d like to come along, either by email:
bryan.marsh@btinternet.com, by telephone on: 01525 877585, or by
text on 07309 731191.

I've had a story published in the Old Bike Mart (OBM) serialised. They
must be hard up for text with no shows, etc. It is called 'The Autumn of
a 1946 BSA C11'. Very enthralling title.
It’s based in Wavendon and Bletchley, and about me and my first bike,
where I try to run it on an indentured apprentice’s impecunious pay of
just 1/6 (7.5p) an hour for a 44 hour week.
It has attracted some attention in that others in parallel universes have
written in to say they had similar experiences. The best bit is schoolmate Clive Peerless whom I mention read the story, now living in
Cornwall, and has contacted me having not met since 1963. You'll need
the Sept, Oct and Nov issues to read the full story (written almost 20
years ago now when my memory was better.)

The Midweek Run Report
DON MCKEAND
The weather forecast for the run scheduled for 8th October was not
looking good, and getting worse by the day. So a straw poll by e-mail
of those who had expressed an interest showed that all but one could
make it on Wednesday 7th instead when the forecast was much more
favourable. So that is what happened; sorry Will. As it turned out the
weather on the 8th was poor in the morning although it did improve a bit
in the afternoon.
Don, Eddie, Gerald, Gerry and Norm met up at Aspley Guise and took
a route through Woburn Sands and Bow Brickhill out into the wilds of
Buckinghamshire. The sun shone and the countryside looked lovely
with the light glinting off the fields flooded by the previous day’s rain
until the first road closure just after Mursley. It seems that work has
begun on re-instating the railway line from Oxford to Bletchley which
was the cause of the closure, but by taking another lane we ended up at
Swanbourne and Winslow, enabling us to get back on track to Nash.
Working our way around the north of Buckingham brought us to the
magnificent long straight avenue at Stowe, where we paused for a
breather.

I have a lovely new set of waterproofs, so I’m game unless it’s
absolutely tipping it down. We will attempt to complete the truncated
run cut short by my bike breaking down last month.
I now believe the problem was actually battery failure and I shall find
out tomorrow when I buy a new battery. Apparently, when these AGM
batteries fail, they tend to do so suddenly rather than gradually. That
certainly was the case when a similar thing happened to me last year,
same bike. And when you have electronic ignition, that’s a real problem.
Diagnosis was not helped by the Optimate battery charger telling me the
battery was fully charged when, it seems, it was actually dud. Swapping
it for the one from my modern bike saw working lights and even sparks
at the plug.
BEDFORDSHIRE NAVIGATION EVENT
Please see the last page for the Role of Honour. Many thanks to
everyone who gave it a go, even if they didn’t submit an entry.
The midweek runners taking a breather on the Avenue at Stowe

CAFÉ RECOMMENDATION
Kerry Dollar likes Jordan’s Mill:
“Probably a bit late in the season to mention it but Jordan’s Mill seems
welcoming. They do breakfast etc, lovely sitting by the river, we have
tried it a couple of successful times, (Sunday early AM) they even
have a sign thanking people for calling. Plenty of space outside but
limited inside, maybe worth a look.” [any other suggestions? - please]
send them in]

Carrying on we came to Silverstone with glimpses of the circuit and
deserted grandstands. From there the road took us to Whittlesbury and
Paulerspury, or it would have done if the second road closure had
allowed us to. Instead an alternative lane led us to the A5 and our lunch
destination at the Super Sausage.
On his route home Norm reports that he encountered a further two road
closures requiring re-planning of the route. This is becoming an
increasing issue with ride-outs, but as noted earlier, it is much easier to
cope with when the riding group is small.
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The page 3 girl

The Arrow after 40 years under a bench

This one under the bench was ivory and black where the 200s were
usually either blue or green. Apart from the colour and of course the
engine number, two other things differentiate the 200 from the others.
One is the tank badges which were missing and the other is the rear
sprocket which has 2 more teeth on the 200. Not the easiest thing to
count under a bench, teeth on a sprocket. It turned out later that there
were some black ones which used up the black dummy tanks intended
for the standard Arrow but not used.
Once out in the daylight the chassis number declared it to be a 200 and
about 40 from the end of all Ariel production. The engine however came
from a 1960 250 Arrow. The dealer's plate on the rear numberplate
comes from Claude Rye's of Peckham. The 'bike was completed in Selly
Oak at the start of August but wasn't registered until October of 1965.
Claude Rye's took most of the last batch, presumably at a discount.
When I get the time, I'll search the magazines of the time to see if they
passed that discount on: the 'book' price was £187/10/4.

An Arrow Tale
WILL CURRY

Somewhat battered but still legible - a little bit of history

How Ariel pictured the 200 Arrow

I wasn't particularly looking for an Ariel Arrow. This one just turned up
and the circumstances made it impossible to refuse. It had been under a
bench in a workshop for more than 40 years and was so covered in dust
and debris that I will definitely have to clean it at some time. It was
obviously a very late model. Being on a 'C' plate made it one of the last
but it wasn't obvious which model it was. At that time Ariel made two
Arrows. One was the Sports, like Eddie's [see front page], and the other
was an economy 200 model. This was produced right at the end of Ariel
and was intended to appeal to the under-200 market which benefited
from reduced insurance rates. They are the rarest of the two-strokes,
only 844 being made, out of a total production of over 35,000. The
reduction in capacity was achieved by reducing the bore, the stroke
remained the same. This meant that it weighed the same as its larger
sibling but produced less power, not a recipe for sparkling performance.

Quite a collection of correspondence and literature came with the bike
as did a trove of regalia from the Ariel Owners' Club. Reading through
the correspondence revealed that the previous owner but one had had to
acquire a replacement crankcase and that not long before they parted
with the bike to its 40-year slumber. Arrow crankcases are vulnerable
to damage in a tumble as the footrests bolt to the underneath. This Arrow
has a bent pillion footrest mount, a witness perhaps to the fate of the
original engine?
Apart from the question as to what happened to the original engine there
are other questions which arise. One is why it spent over 40 years under
a bench. Do the missing '200 Arrow' badges have anything to do with
it? Another question arises when one considers the state of the tyres and
brakes. While the wheel bearings had been freshly greased and the brake
linings renewed along with the front tyre, the rear tyre is completely
worn, nearly to the canvas, and also the wrong size. Did money and
enthusiasm run out?
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fixed at the works and cannot be varied” (quoted from an article in The
Classic Motorcycle January 1989 about Richard Pettet’s 1926 Model
350). I think the “three clack valves” which Chris mentions are the
clincher. Also attached is the 1928 catalogue entry for the Model 350
which shows a similar arrangement of crankcase fixing studs.

Just b*ggering about…
RICHARD CHAMBERS
[More apologies – in haste I missed the second photograph and article
in Issue 18. The original picture is repeated to complete the tale]

Missing tank badges – was somebody embarrassed?

What's going to happen to it? Basically, as little as possible to get it safe
to ride. Finding parts is much easier when you're out and meeting
people. Sooner or later in the audience there's someone who doesn't
make the usual comment about Square Fours seizing on the back pots
but says his dad/grandad had an Ariel and there's some bits in the shed
if I want them. It'll get new tyres and tubes for a start so it can be moved
around a little easier. The paintwork will get cleaned and touched-up
where necessary as I quite like the look of it. The big unknown is the
engine unit. Certainly, all the oil seals will need to be changed. Twostrokes with dodgy oil seals are the very devil to start and run
appallingly, if at all. This is more complicated with the Arrow being a
twin but at least the crank is designed to come apart without the need of
a press, unlike Villiers twins and I have done Arrow engines before,
although not for the last 50 years.

Chris Illman’s crankcase query

Reading how Will once had an ex John Bull Greeves Anglian for a
while, it reminded me that I too had an Anglian in the early 70`s, and
that I know John Bull well as he lived in our village and we met at many
a do. John has offered to bring one of his replica DOTs that he built to
the club when things get back to normal, along with his 150 MV trials
bike, he and Vic Allan still compete in trials in Europe when the dreaded
virus allows. [We really look forward to that]
Back in our single days, me and a couple of mates used to race a bit and
then have a bash at the very challenging game of trials riding.

DON MCKEAND
[my apologies but this should have appeared in the last newsletter.it
refers to the mystery crankcases that Chris had found amongst
Hoppy’s possessions, and which featured in Issue 18]

I found a photo or two which shows me concentrating on a section and
another that brings to mind the words of my dear father saying "you
never will be any good while you keep buggering about like that "......
good point.

This is in response to Chris Ilman’s “What is it?” item in Newsletter 18.
Knowing Hoppy’s interest in things Royal Enfield (as well as a huge
range of other motorcycles and things mechanical) I think this is a Royal
Enfield Model 350 of about 1926 to 1928. A feature of this model was
“A mechanical oil pump of Enfield’s own manufacture (which) delivers
lubricant direct to the timing chest, from where it is sucked via a nonreturn valve into the crankcase; surplus oil is returned back to the timing
gears through three release valves. No adjustment is provided to alter
the rate of oil delivery – the low speed oscillating plunger pump was
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Not the Isle of Man…
GORDON HALLET

My normal year (but this ain’t no normal year) would have see me off
to the Isle of Man at the end of August, so what to do this year, IoM
shutdown, my motorhome (with a bike in the back) was sitting on the
drive, so, my mate, Tiggy, from Yorkshire suggested I go up there, as
the pair of us would have been on St, John’s football club camping
ground on the Island anyway.
The steam P(r)acket Company were good, offering me a full refund, or
a like sailing 2021, now, that company has not been known for a
bargain, but I accepted the deferred sailing for this year’s price. Tiggy,
with his local knowledge, found me a pitch on a site just inside the N.
York Moors National Park, about 8mls east of Northallerton, so I left on
the Bank Holiday Friday, with his promise to show me some hills(real
hills) not those sissy southern hills of Hertfordshire.

Sunday the promise of a dry day with stiff winds, Tiggy on his V35
Guzzi, Jed on a s/a B31, we head west into the Dales. At Richmond,we
met a group from the local RE club, & rode with them a while, Through
Crackpot & Muker, before stopping for lunch at Kirkby-Stephen, pies
to die for. A detour on the return leg to see “The Highest UK Pub” at
Tan Hill. On to Whaw, Framington, Kirby Hill, over Scotch Corner , &
back to base 130 miles.

Not the best day to travel, traffic & heavy rain made it hard going, but
my arrival in Osmotherley was greeted with sunshine & a forecast of
improving weather.

To be continued…….

Recommended viewing…
MICK CURRY
https://para-rigger.posthaven.com/top-ten-car-producing-countries1950-2019
Saturday morning was dry, with “the occasional shower”, so suitably
Attired (I thought), I set off on my 1971 Benelli 250ss to meet Tiggy,
on his Bantam, and his mate Jed, on a rigid B31, for a tour of the Moor.
Heading East, onto the Moors, the breeze soon became a gale, followed
by rain, not just any old rain, Yorkshire rain, much wetter than southern
rain. Not wanting to be a whining southerner, I even said nowt at the tea
stop, in Hawnby, on an outside table, when it made my toast “less than
crispy”.
I’ve not been much of a bad weather rider but, of course, I have had to
accept it when I have been in the Island. So, after my last wet visit there
I bought some “Derry boots” totally waterproof, but wow, that Northern
rain! I had not allowed for the ingress of water from other parts of my
clothing to act as a downpipe, as I felt a flow soaking my nether regions
(no, my bladder is fine), running down my legs and filling the boots.
Still, I went up there to ride, so ride we did, zig-zagging to as far east as
Egton Bridge, about 8mls west of Whitby. A collective decision was
taken there to go the straighter way back, the Bantam struggled in the
wind, but, really, we had all had enough! 70mls clocked, and I was
pleased I packed more than one kit.
Typical, rain cleared up that evening!!,

This video is very interesting as it relates to China and its
industrial/automobile production from 1950 to 2020. It brings to mind
the 1941-45 period and the Arsenal of Democracy and the US
automobile industry’s contribution to the war effort. Very instructive!
If you've not seen this previously, it is quite stunning, and not just the
changes in world car manufacturing leadership (which are plenty
sobering) but also the always-moving digital graphic technique (you
can't take your eyes off it!).
Note particularly what has happened to the UK, Russia, and other
European countries, and also especially note what has happened to
China. It was not even on the Top 10 list for the first 50-60 years of this
chart, but watch what happens, and how FAST it happens, once China
decides to get into the automobile business! (A famous and obviously
prescient economist once said, "If the Chinese government, or its
Communist Party, or the People's Red Army (and remember, they are
all basically the same thing) ever decides to get into YOUR business,
you best beware because they ONLY play to WIN, and they almost
NEVER lose.")
It really is quite an amazing video.
Talking of China…
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avoid a mind-numbing blast up the M1/M6 etc. (but, no, not bumnumbing – the seat on the Tiger is really comfortable, even for an allday ride), I opted for the A1/A1M and, on Mick Curry’s
recommendation, the A68 (I’d not ridden that one before) and A69 to
Carlisle.
I broke the trip to my overnight stop in Kirkcudbright (pronounced KirQ-bree, it seems) by including three landmarks:
A memorial to a 1923 mining disaster near Maltby, South Yorkshire,
which left 25 men permanently entombed some 800 yards directly
below that spot.

Annoyed that Central Beds have put new speed bumps on the road
through Sharpenhoe – decidedly unpleasant on a girder-forked rigid – I
was amused to read that these abominations actually go back further
than I thought:
In their round-the-world tour between 1928 and 1936, the Harleymounted Hungarians, Zoltan Sulkowsky and Gyula Bartha, found there
was just a single “consciously constructed” road in the whole of China.
All of 120km, linking Tientsin to Peking, although all but the last 10km
was little more than an earthen embankment where non-motorised
vehicles were barred. To use their words:

Memorial to mining disaster, near Maltby

Then a bit further north to the only remaining Leech House, where
leaches were kept in water from the river, ready for blood-letting. That
was in Bedale, North Yorkshire.

“It took us four days to secure permits to use the Tientsin-Peking road.
The last ten kilometres were paved; overjoyed, we picked up speed,
when, alas, we were greeted by a gigantic hump! The Chinese, in their
wisdom, had reasoned that a new road should not be spoiled by speeding
motor vehicles. To prevent anyone from enjoying the ten kilometres of
paved road in China, they built up a small but firm mound every hundred
metres with the intention of sending transgressors flying. Cars crept
across the mounds at a snail’s pace; we actually had to get off at each
such landmark and lift our motorcycle over, its frame was so low.
Nobody ever got a ticket for speeding along this road!”

On my own travels
BRYAN MARSH
As regular readers will know, I’m a great fan of landmark rallies,
whereby you are given a list of places to visit on your bike, usually over
the course of several summer months, and take a photograph as evidence
of your visit. They’re a great way of seeing the country, especially
places you possibly might never think of visiting. They can also form
the basis for a good touring holiday. Although leaving things a bit late
this year, I did exactly that for my holidays at the beginning of this
month.

The last remaining Leech House, Bedale

The third stop, this time on the outskirts of Winston in Durham, was a
bridge made famous because someone flew a Spitfire under it.

Unable to enter the Republic of Ireland because of their quarantine rules,
I decided to head to the Northern part instead, and spend some time in
Scotland on the way back. My tour agenda was dictated by lacing
together landmarks from no less than five different rallies: Round
Britain Rally (RBR), Triumph Owners Club (TOMCC) Landmark
Challenge, Irish Photo Rally (IPR), BMW Ulster Photo Rally and the
Irish Iron Butt Association (IBA).
Common sense (the little I still possess) dictated taking the modern
Triumph rather than attempting concentrated high-mileage days on any
of my ageing relics. As it was, it turned out to be the last big trip on the
Tiger 800XC before deciding to grant it retirement this weekend after
some 103,500 miles of fun – a truly great bike.
The ferry terminal at Cairnryan is 400 miles away from home so, to

A cold start (scraping ice off the bike seat) from Kirkcudbright, but it
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soon warmed up on the 50-mile run to the ferry for Belfast. Off the ferry
onto the motorway to quickly clear the city and then a turn off the coast
road to head across to, and alongside, the beautiful Strangford Lough to
Burr Point, the most Eastern point in Ireland.

Old primary school, Ardtrea, Co. Tyrone

A quick detour back to see Lough Neagh, which I hadn’t been able to
see from the stop at Maghery the evening before.

Burr Point, as far East as you can go in Ireland

Down to the small Strangford Ferry to avoid heading back towards
Belfast, and a chat in the small queue with a local chap on a K-series
BMW also waiting to cross. Turned out we had a friend in common in
the Dublin Motorcycle Touring Club. You can’t go anywhere…
Into the busy town of Downpatrick, hitting it right at school-leaving
time, to try to find the heritage railway site. Closed because of the
obvious, I was limited to a shot of the bike outside the entrance gates.

View over Lough Neagh from the ruins of Ardboe Abbey

Then a longish ride across the width of Northern Ireland, through
Enniskillen to the amazingly scenic Big Dog Forest to find the ruin of
Rossinver Mór National School, which really was in the middle of
nowhere. Dwelling there quite a while to enjoy the rest of my flask of
tea, not a single vehicle passed on the rather narrow road it sat beside.

Downpatrick & Co. Down Railway entrance

Back to the contracting quiet of the rural roads to Lough Neagh and a
statue of some oarsmen at a tiny place called Maghery, in County
Armagh, before heading to a rather anonymous hotel on the outskirts of
Dungannon. When I booked it, I’d thought it was in the centre of the
town so I was suspecting satnav error when it landed me outside this
place but, no, this was it. Covid-restrictions mean the days of having a
craic with the locals standing at the bar are temporarily suspended, but
I did enjoy a couple of excellent solitary pints of Guinness and a good
meal. Breakfast not included, so up in the morning and straight off on
the bike into the middle of nowhere to find the former primary school
at Ardtrea in Co. Tyrone. Strange looks from the few people who
passed, wondering why some British motorcyclist was taking pictures
of a disused school building and drinking tea from a flask.

Rossinver Mór National School, Co. Fermanagh

As you can see from the pictures, the weather was glorious – blue skies
and warm - when you chaps back home here were getting drenched and
blown away.
From there I dropped down to Garrison on Lough Melvin, right on the
border with the Republic but rather than head up through the Republic
to Londonderry (or Derry, take your choice), I had to head back along
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the top edge of Lough Erne to find my way up to Downhill on the
beautiful Antrim Coast.
The idea here was to get a photograph of the bike alongside the coastal
railway line but with a train in the picture. OK, I’m up for that. It had
cooled down quite a bit by now, but I parked up and dutifully waited for
the train, ready with my camera. Nee-naw, the train suddenly appeared
from behind me and rushed off before I could work out which end of
the camera was which – I’d been expecting it to come the other way!
It’s a single track, dead-end line so I waited for the train to come back
again. This time I was ready but, somehow, in the excitement I managed
to press the wrong button on the camera and switched it off instead. Oh
well, I tried – and there was no way I was waiting an hour in the cold
for the next train!

has to be fish & chips when you’re beside the seaside. A glass of
Guinness would have been a welcome accompaniment but I couldn’t
find an off-licence.
By the morning, storm whatsit name had well and truly set in and I got
drenched on an ill-advised stroll along the promenade. But who can
resist the sight of a coastal storm with the wild surf and crashing waves?
I had hoped to call in at the Giant’s Causeway Visitor Centre to inspect
the concrete I had specified when it was being built and which went
spectacularly wrong, turning out blue-green instead of white! (it’s OK
now, I understand). What I didn’t know is that it was pre-booking only,
so on through the wind and rain to Ballycastle Harbour and the
monument to where, in 1898, Marchese Marconi had first established
radio contact with Rathlin Island.

Stormy Ballycastle Harbour, Marconi memorial.
Downhill, Co. Londonderry. Spot the train – no, nor did I.

A quick detour to get a photograph of the disused Barmouth station, now
a private residence, and on to find my hotel in Portrush.

After a prolonged lunch stop at Cushenden, sheltering from the wind
and rain, I followed the tremendously scenic Antrim Coast Road,
deviating to take the scenic route up around some of the Great Glens:
Glendun, Glenballyemon, Glenarrif, Glencoy and Glenarm. Thank
Heavens for waterproof boots, I’ve never ridden through so many
flooded roads in one day. By evening the rain had stopped in time for a
walk on the beach at Ballygally and my sole ice-cream of the holiday and it was essentially dry for the rest of my trip.
I think I’d better stop there and leave the Scotland and Lake District legs
to the next issue, if you can bear it.

Laughter, the best medicine…
(as Reader’s Digest used to say)
MICK CURRY
PARAPROSDOKIANS (Winston Churchill loved them) are figures of
speech in which the latter part of a sentence or phrase is surprising or
unexpected; frequently humorous.
The former Barmouth station, Co. Londonderry.

1. Where there's a will, I want to be in it.

By now it had started to rain and the satnav’s thoughts on the location
of the hotel didn’t accord with reality. Twice around the one-way system
before deciding to park up and walk up and down the road to find it. It
was the right road, but the numbers were all too high for my hotel.
Several enquiries of passers-by later and I eventually found out it was
the other side of the main road in a different one-way system. I lost count
of how many times I went around that one before finally parking up
again to, once again, try my luck on foot.

2. The last thing I want to do is hurt you. But it's still on my list.

Would you believe it? I’d just passed it, and it lay about 50 yards behind
me – on a one-way street. I wasn’t sure I could find the same road a
second time if I went around again so, desperate times call for desperate
measures. Sod it, no-one around so a quick about-turn and down the
road the wrong way, and into the welcome shelter of the hotel
(overgrown B&B to be more accurate). Thankfully, the rain had stopped
in time for a nice walk along the beach and to the local chippy. It just

6. War does not determine who is right - only who is left..

3. Since light travels faster than sound, some people appear bright until
you hear them speak.
4. If I agreed with you, we'd both be wrong.
5. We never really grow up, we only learn how to act in public.

7. Knowledge is knowing a tomato is a fruit. Wisdom is not putting it
in a fruit salad.
8. They begin the evening news with 'Good Evening,' then proceed to
tell you why it isn't.
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9. To steal ideas from one person is plagiarism. To steal from many is
research.
10. Buses stop in bus stations. Trains stop in train stations. On my desk
is a work station.
11. I thought I wanted a career. Turns out I just wanted paychecks.
12. In filling out an application, where it says, 'In case of emergency,
notify:' I put 'DOCTOR.'

to skydive twice.
18. Money can't buy happiness, but it sure makes misery easier to live
with.
19. There's a fine line between cuddling and holding someone down so
they can't get away.
20. I used to be indecisive. Now I'm not so sure.
21. You're never too old to learn something stupid.

13. I didn't say it was your fault, I said I was blaming you.
14. Women will never be equal to men until they can walk down the
street with a bald head and a beer gut, and still think they are sexy.

22. To be sure of hitting the target, shoot first and call whatever you
hit the target.
23. Nostalgia isn't what it used to be.

15. Behind every successful man is his woman. Behind the fall of a
successful man is usually another woman.
16. A clear conscience is the sign of a fuzzy memory.

24. Change is inevitable, except from a vending machine.
25. Going to church doesn't make you a Christian any more than
standing in a garage makes you a car.

17. You don’t need a parachute to skydive. You only need a parachute

Beds VMCC Navigation Event 2020 – Role of Honour
Name

Section

No of
landmarks
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
18

Comments

Ellis Billington
Beds
David Bourne (& Eve)
1955 BSA B31
Colin Chatterton
Northants
1978 T140V Triumph Bonneville & Yamaha 1300
Norman Lorton
Beds
1 day - Service in progress at East Hyde church obscuring answer – evidence accepted
Don Mckeand
Beds
On 250, 350 & 500 Royal Enfields
Trevor Pinfold
Northants
All in 1 day – 228 miles door-to-door
Ivor Rhodes
Beds
Hugh Gallagher
Northants
In his car, with his grandkids navigating, learning map reading and having fun
General comments:
• Ellis identified the hat worn by the gentleman on the French Horn pub sign at Steppingley as a Stove Pipe, which is probably more
accurate than a Top Hat – Top Hat was also accepted because that was what I thought it was. To balance things, Ellis identified the object
by the church door at Wymington as the grave of Sarah Salter, which was a little farther from the door than the foot scraper – but answer
accepted.
• Many complimentary remarks were received – much appreciated
• Hopefully others had a go but didn’t send in their results, or I lost them
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